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LR2405511TA

71 Fenchurch Street, London, EC3M 4BS, United
Kingdom

TA01 2.0

Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,
referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage or

expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract with the

relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively on the terms
and conditions set out in that contract.

Matthias Karg

Electrical & Control - Specialist to Lloyd's

Register EMEA
A member of the Lloyd's Register group

This is to certify that the undernoted product(s) has/have been tested with satisfactory results in accordance with

the relevant requirements of the Lloyd's Register Type Approval System.

Manufacturer Vacon Ltd.

Address Runsorintie 7, Vaasa, 65380, Finland

Place of Production Vacon (China) Drives Co., Ltd.

No. 339 Xinqiao North Road Wuyuan, Street Haiyan County, Jiaxing, 314300,

China

Type Circuit Breaker

Description The VACON® DCGuard is a fast-current cutter/DC bus-tie device based on

standard VACON NXP inverter hardware and dedicated application software.

VACON® DCGuard (peer-to-peer topology) basic configuration consists of:

- VACON NXP inverter, (type approved with separate certificate);

- aR supply fuses in each DC supply line (according to NXP inverter manual);

- di/dt filter;

- VACON® DCGuard application software, version ADFIF102;

For detailed product description, pls. refer to appendix.

Trade Name VACON® DCGuard

Application Marine and Offshore applications for use in environmental category ENV2, as

defined in Lloyd’s Register Type Approval System, Test Specification Number 1

– December 2018. Suitable for general power distribution zones only.

ApplicationApplication

VACON® DCGuard (peer-to-peer topology) basic configuration cons

- VACON NXP inverter, (type approved with separate certifi

- aR supply fuses in each DC supply line (according to NX- aR supply fuses in each DC supply line (according to NX

- di/dt filter;- di/dt filter;

- VACON® DCGuard application software, version ADFIF102;- VACON® DCGuard application software, version ADFIF102;

For detailed product description, pls. refer to appendix.For detailed product description, pls. refer to appendix.
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Specified Standard IACS UR E10 Rev. 8: 2021

Ratings Rated current: 3 to 4.140 A

Rated voltage: 465 to 1.100 VDC

Short-circuit current total clearance time: 200-300 µs

SW version: ADFIF102V050

For detailed ratings, pls. refer to appendix.

Other Conditions For systems consisting of the listed components the final functional

arrangement and application software are to comply with appropriate Lloyd's

Register Rules and Regulations and shall be subject to project related Plan

Approval Process, when installed on LR classed vessels. Documents and

drawings for the actual application are to be provided according to relevant LR

Rules and Regulations.

The DCGuard is a directional fault current suppressor based on current

interruption by switching IGBT transistors, applicable for directional and bi-

directional peer-to-peer configuration.

The device is used for fault current suppression and does not replace circuit

breaker or switches for isolation.

It is to be considered:

- VACON NXP converter has hardware based short-circuit and overload

protections as required by IEC 61800-5-1;

- upstream mechanical disconnector for isolation/switching is to be provided

for VACON® DCGuard;

- DC supply aR fuses are to be rated based on short-circuit current calculations

and selectivity study on a case-by-case basis for DC distribution system;

- earth fault monitoring device of DC distribution system is not part of this type

approval certificate;

- a system integrator is to ensure that a fault/trip in one peer VACON® DCGuard

leads to the opening of the other peer VACON® DCGuard;

directional peer-to-peer configuration.

The device is used for fault current suppression and does not rThe device is used for fault current suppression and does not r

breaker or switches for isolation.breaker or switches for isolation.
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Short-circuit current total clearance time: 200-300 µs

For detailed ratings, pls. refer to appendix.
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Type Approval does not eliminate the need for normal inspection and survey

procedures required by the Rules and Regulations.

If the specified standards are amended during the validity of this certificate,

the product is to be re-approved prior to it being supplied to vessels to which

the amended standards apply.

This certificate is not valid for equipment, the design, ratings or operating parameters of which have been varied

from the specimen tested. The manufacturer should notify Lloyd's Register EMEA of any modification or changes to

the equipment in order to obtain a valid Certificate.

Previous Version: 18/00076

The Design Appraisal Document HPC2362053-24/MK and its supplementary Type Approval Terms and Conditions

form part of this Certificate.

itsits supplementarysupplementary TypeType

If the specified standards are amended during the validity of this certificate,his certificate,

the product is to be re-approved prior to it being supplied to vessels to whichthe product is to be re-approved prior to it being supplied to vessels to which

parametersparameters of whichwhich have

EMEAEMEA ofof any modificationmodification

n and surveyn and survey

his certificate,his certificate,

vessels to whichvessels to which
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Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,

referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage

or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract

with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively

on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

Appendix

DESCRIPTION VACON® DCGuard Air-cooled 500 V units (NX5, 465 – 800 VDC)

Type code Unit type Frame Current [A]

DC power 

@800V 

[kW]

Over current & short 

circuit protection 

Instant trip ≤ [A]

1E$777C+#587FFF 1E$777C G46 C 5 (7

1E$7776+#587FFF 1E$7776 G46 6 C (+

1E$777++#587FFF 1E$777+ G46 + 6 (H

1E$777I+#587FFF 1E$777I G46 I = 5+

1E$777H+#587FFF 1E$777H G46 H I CC

1E$77(5+#587FFF 1E$77(5 G46 (5 (7 67

1E$77(=+#587FFF 1E$77(= G4+ (= (C +C

1E$7755+#587FFF 1E$7755 G4+ 55 (D I7

1E$77C(+#587FFF 1E$77C( G4+ C( 5+ (7(

1E$77CD+#587FFF 1E$77CD G4= CD C7 (C=

1E$776++#587FFF 1E$776+ G4= 6+ C= (=I

1E$77=(+#587FFF 1E$77=( G4= =( 6H 575

1E$77I5+#587FFF 1E$77I5 G4I I5 +D 5=D

1E$77DI+#587FFF 1E$77DI G4I DI I7 C(I

1E$7(7++#587FFF 1E$7(7+ G4I (7+ D6 CDC

1E$7(67+#587FFF 1E$7(67 G4D (67 ((5 6=5

1E97(=D+#7879FG 1E$7(=D G9H (=D (C6 =(=

1E9757++#7879FG 1E$757+ G9H 57+ (=6 I6D

1E975=(+#7879FG 1E$75=( G9H 5=( 57H H75

1E97C77+#7879FG 1E$7C77 G9H C77 567 (J7ID

1E97CD++#7879FG 1E$7CD+ G9(7 CD+ C7D (JC57

1E976=7+#7879FG 1E$76=7 G9(7 6=7 C=D (J=H6

1E97+57+#7879FG 1E$7+57 G9(7 +57 6(= 5J756

1E97+H7+#7879FG 1E$7+H7 G9(5K5@G9(7L +H7 6I5 5J5DD

1E97=+7+#7879FG 1E$7=+7 G9(5K5@G9(7L =+7 +57 5J+H=

1E97IC7+#7879FG 1E$7IC7 G9(5K5@G9(7L IC7 +D6 5JD=7

1E97D57+#7879FG 1E$7D57 G9(5K5@G9(7L D57 =+= CJ5(5

1E97H57+#7879FG 1E$7H57 G9(5K5@G9(7L H57 IC= CJ=7D

1E9(7C77+#7879FG 1E$(7C7 G9(5K5@G9(7L (7C7 D56 6J76D

1E9((+7+#7879FG 1E$((+7 G9(C ((+7 H57 6J+C5

1E9(C77+#7879FG 1E$(C77 G9(C (C77 (767 +J7=7

1E9(6+77+#7879FG 1E$(6+7 G9(C (6+7 ((=7 +JI57

1E9(II77+#7879FG 1E$(II7 G9(6 (II7 (6(= IJ767

1E95(+7+#7879FG 1E$5(+7 G9(6 5(+7 (I57 DJ+C=

1E95I77+#7879FG 1E$5I77 G9(6 5I77 5(=7 (7J(57

1E

1E1E997D57+#7877D57+#787

1E97H57+#7877H57+#787

1E9(7C77+#78791E9(7C77+#7879

1E1E99((+7+#787((+7+#787

1E

1E$7(67

1E$7(=D

1E$757+1E$757+

1E$75=(1E$75=(

FG 1E$7C771E$7C77

7CD++#7879FG 1E$7CD+1E$7CD+

76=7+#7879FGFG 1E$76=71E$76=7

7+57+#7877+57+#7879FGFG 1E$7+571E$7+57

1E97+H7+#7877+H7+#78799FGFG

1E97=+7+#7877=+7+#78799FGFG

97IC7+#7877IC7+#78799FGFG

7D57+#7877D57+#7879

7H57+#787

5555

C(C(

CD

6+6+

G4=G4= =(

G4I

G4IG4I

1E$7(7+ G4IG4I

1E$7(67 G4DG4D

1E$7(=D1E$7(=D G9HG9H

G9HG9H

G9H

circuit protection 

Instant tripInstant trip

C (+

66 (H

==

I

(7

(C(C

(D(D

5+

Over current & short Over current & short 

circuit protection circuit protection 

Instant tripInstant trip ≤≤ [A][A]

(7
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Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,

referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage

or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract

with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively

on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

DESCRIPTION (continued) VACON® DCGuard Air-cooled 690 V units (NX6, 640 – 1.100 VDC)

Type code Unit type Frame Current [A]

DC power 

@800V 

[kW]

Over current & short 

circuit protection 

Instant trip ≤ [A]

1E$7776=#587FFF 1E$7776 G4= 6M+ 6 (6

1E$777+=#587FFF 1E$777+ G4= +M+ 6 57

1E$777I=#587FFF 1E$777I G4= D = 56

1E$77(7=#587FFF 1E$77(7 G4= (7 D CC

1E$77(C=#587FFF 1E$77(C G4= (CM+ (( 66

1E$77(D=#587FFF 1E$77(D G4= (D (6 +H

1E$7755=#587FFF 1E$7755 G4= 55 (D IH

1E$775I=#587FFF 1E$775I G4= 5I 55 HI

1E$77C6=#587FFF 1E$77C6 G4= C6 5I ((H

1E$776(=#587FFF 1E$776( G4I 6( CC (+7

1E$77+5=#587FFF 1E$77+5 G4I +5 65 (D7

1E$77+5=#587FFF 1E$77=5 G4D =5 +7 55H

1E$77+5=#587FFF 1E$77D7 G4D D7 =6 5IC

1E$77+5=#587FFF 1E$7(77 G4D (77 D7 C+5

1E$7(5+=#5879FG 1E$7(5+ G9H (5+ (77 667

1E$7(66=#5879FG 1E$7(66 G9H (66 ((+ ++7

1E$7(I7=#5879FG 1E$7(I7 G9H (I7 (C= =C6

1E$757+=#5879FG 1E$757D G9H 57D (== I6D

1E$75=(=#5879FG 1E$75=( G9(7 5=( 57H H(+

1E$7C5+=#5879FG 1E$7C5+ G9(7 C5+ 5=7 (J(6D

1E$7CD+=#5879FG 1E$7CD+ G9(7 CD+ C7D (J6C7

1E$76(==#5879FG 1E$76(= G9(7 6(= CCC (J6C7

1E$76=7=#5879FG 1E$76=7 G9(5K5@G9(7L 6=7 C=D (J=H6

1E$7+75=#5879FG 1E$7+75 G9(5K5@G9(7L +75 675 5J756

1E$7+H7=#5879FG 1E$7+H7 G9(5K5@G9(7L +H7 6I5 5J57H

1E$7=+7=#5879FG 1E$7=+7 G9(5K5@G9(7L =+7 +57 5J+H=

1E$7I+7=#5879FG 1E$7I+7 G9(5K5@G9(7L I+7 =77 5JD=7

1E$7D57=#5879FG 1E$7D57 G9(5K5@G9(7L D57 =+= 5JD=7

1E$7H57=#5879FG 1E$7H57 G9(C H57 IC= CJ=7D

1E$(7C7=#5879FG 1E$(7C7 G9(C (7C7 D56 6J76D

1E$((D7=#5879FG 1E$((D7 G9(C ((D7 H66 6J+C5

1E$(+77=#5879FG 1E$(+77 G9(6K5@G9(CL (+77 (577 +JI57

1E$(H77=#5879FG 1E$(H77 G9(6K5@G9(CL (H77 (+57 =J=77

1E$55+7=#5879FG 1E$55+7 G9(6K5@G9(CL 55+7 (D77 DJC=7

1E$7H57=#5879FG

1E$(7C7=#5879FG1E$(7C7=#5879FG

1E$((D7=#5879FG1E$((D7=#5879FG

1E$(+77=#5879FG1E$(+77=#5879FG

1E$(H77=#5879FG1E$(H77=#5879FG

1E$55+7=#5879FG

1E$7C5+

1E$7CD+1E$7CD+

1E$76(=1E$76(=

1E$76=7=#5879FG 1E$76=71E$76=7

1E$7+75=#5879FG 1E$7+751E$7+75

1E$7+H7=#5879FG1E$7+H7=#5879FG 1E$7+H71E$7+H7

1E$7=+7=#5879FG1E$7=+7=#5879FG 1E$7=+71E$7=+7

1E$7I+7=#5879FG1E$7I+7=#5879FG 1E$7I+7

1E$7D57=#5879FG1E$7D57=#5879FG

1E$7H57=#5879FG1E$7H57=#5879FG

1E$(7C7=#5879FG1E$(7C7=#5879FG

1E$((D7=#5879FG1E$((D7=#5879FG

+5+5

=5=5

D7

(77(77

G9HG9H (5+(5+

G9HG9H (66(66

G9HG9H

1E$757D G9HG9H

1E$75=( G9(7G9(7

1E$7C5+1E$7C5+ G9(7G9(7

G9(7G9(7

G9(7G9(7

(( 66

(6 +H

(D(D IH

5555

5I

CCCC

6565

+7

=6

(6(6

5757

5656

CCCC

66
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Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,

referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage

or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract

with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively

on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

DESCRIPTION (continued) VACON® DCGuard Liquid-cooled 500 V units (NX4,465 – 800 VDC)

Type code Unit type Frame Current [A]

DC power 

@800V 

[kW]

Over current & short 

circuit protection 

Instant trip ≤ [A]

1E$77(=+#7879NG 1E$77(= ,OC (= (C =(

1E$7755+#7879NG 1E$7755 ,OC 55 (D DC

1E$77C(+#7879NG 1E$77C( ,OC C( 5+ ((=

1E$77CD+#7879NG 1E$77CD ,OC CD C7 (CD

1E$776++#7879NG 1E$776+ ,OC 6+ C= (=+

1E$77=(+#7879NG 1E$77=( ,OC =( 6H 55=

1E$77I5+#7879NG 1E$77I5 ,O6 I5 +D 5=6

1E$77DI+#7879NG 1E$77DI ,O6 DI I7 C(H

1E$7(7++#7879NG 1E$7(7+ ,O6 (7+ D6 CD+

1E$7(67+#7879NG 1E$7(67 ,O6 (67 ((5 +(5

1E$7(=D+#7879NG 1E$7(=D ,O+ (=D (C6 =(=

1E$757++#7879NG 1E$757+ ,O+ 57+ (=6 I+6

1E$75=(+#7879NG 1E$75=( ,O+ 5=( 57H H+I

1E$7C77+#7879NG 1E$7C77 ,O=( C77 567 =(=

1E$7CD++#7879NG 1E$7CD+ ,O=( CD+ C7D IH5

1E$76=7+#7879NG 1E$76=7 ,O=5 6=7 C=D H6=

1E$7+57+#7879NG 1E$7+57 ,O=5 +57 6(= (J7=H

1E$7+H7+#7879NG 1E$7+H7 ,O=5 +H7 6I5 (J5(7

1E$7=+7+#7879NG 1E$7=+7 ,O=5 =+7 +57 (JCC6

1E$7IC7+#7879NG 1E$7IC7 ,O=5 IC7 +D6 (J+77

1E$7D57+#7879NG 1E$7D57 ,O=C D57 =+= (J=D+

1E$7H57+#7879NG 1E$7H57 ,O=C H57 IC= (JDDD

1E$(7C7+#7879NG 1E$(7C7 ,O=C (7C7 D56 5J((=

1E$((+7+#7879NG 1E$((+7 ,O=C ((+7 H57 5JC+H

1E$(CI7+#7879NG 1E$(CI7 ,O=6 (CI7 (7H= 5JD(5

1E$(=67+#7879NG 1E$(=67 ,O=6 (=67 (C(5 CJC==

1E$57=7+#7879NG 1E$57=7 ,O=6 57=7 (=6D 6J55H

1E$5C777+#7879NG 1E$5C77 ,O=6 5C77 (D67 6JI55

1E$56I7+#7879NG 1E$56I7 5@,O=6 56I7 (HI= +J7IC

1E$5H+7+#7879NG 1E$5H+7 5@,O=6 5H+7 5C=7 =J7+D

1E$CI(7+#7879NG 1E$CI(7 5@,O=6 CI(7 5H=D IJ=(I

1E$6(67+#7879NG 1E$6(67 5@,O=6 6(67 CC(5 DJ+7(

1E$56I7+#7879NG

1E$5H+7+#7879NG1E$5H+7+#7879NG

1E$CI(7+#7879NG1E$CI(7+#7879NG

1E$6(67+#7879NG1E$6(67+#7879NG

1E$7IC7

1E$7D571E$7D57

1E$7H571E$7H57

1E$(7C7+#7879NG 1E$(7C71E$(7C7

1E$((+7+#7879NG 1E$((+71E$((+7

1E$(CI7+#7879NG1E$(CI7+#7879NG 1E$(CI71E$(CI7

1E$(=67+#7879NG1E$(=67+#7879NG 1E$(=671E$(=67

1E$57=7+#7879NG1E$57=7+#7879NG 1E$57=7

1E$5C777+#7879NG1E$5C777+#7879NG

1E$56I7+#7879NG1E$56I7+#7879NG

1E$5H+7+#7879NG1E$5H+7+#7879NG

1E$CI(7+#7879NG1E$CI(7+#7879NG

(=D(=D

57+57+

5=(5=(

C77C77

,O=(,O=( CD+CD+

,O=5,O=5 6=76=7

,O=5,O=5

1E$7+H7 ,O=5,O=5

1E$7=+7 ,O=5,O=5

1E$7IC71E$7IC7 ,O=5,O=5

,O=C,O=C

,O=C,O=C

C= (=+

6H 55=

+D+D 5=6

I7I7

D6

((5((5

(C6(C6

(=6

57H

=(=(

DCDC

((=((=

(CD(CD

(=+
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Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,

referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage

or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract

with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively

on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

DESCRIPTION (continued) VACON® DCGuard Liquid-cooled 690 V units (NX6, 640 – 1.100 VDC)

Type code Unit type Frame Current [A]

DC power 

@800V 

[kW]

Over current & short 

circuit protection 

Instant trip ≤ [A]

1E$7(I7=#7879NG 1E$7(I7 ,O=( (I7 (DI +56

1E$757D=#7879NG 1E$757D ,O=( 57D 55H =6(

1E$75=(=#7879NG 1E$75=( ,O=( 5=( 5DI D76

1E$7C5+=#7879NG 1E$7C5+ ,O=5 C5+ C+D (J77(

1E$7CD+=#7879NG 1E$7CD+ ,O=5 CD+ 656 (J(D=

1E$76(==#7879NG 1E$76(= ,O=5 6(= 6+D (J5D(

1E$76=7=#7879NG 1E$76=7 ,O=5 6=7 +7= (J6(I

1E$7+75=#7879NG 1E$7+75 ,O=5 +75 ++5 (J+6=

1E$7+H7=#7879NG 1E$7+H7 ,O=C +H7 =6H (JD(I

1E$7=+7=#7879NG 1E$7=+7 ,O=C =+7 I(+ 5J775

1E$7I+7=#7879NG 1E$7I+7 ,O=C I+7 D5+ 5JC(7

1E$7D(+=#7879NG 1E$7D(+ ,O=C D(+ DHI 5J+(7

1E$7D57=#7879NG 1E$7D57 ,O=6 D57 H75 5J+5=

1E$7H57=#7879NG 1E$7H57 ,O=6 H57 (7(5 5JDC6

1E$(7C7=#7879NG 1E$(7C7 ,O=6 (7C7 ((CC CJ(I5

1E$((D7=#7879NG 1E$((D7 ,O=6 ((D7 (5HD CJ=C6

1E$(C77=#7879NG 1E$(C77 ,O=6 (C77 (6C7 6J776

1E$(+77=#7879NG 1E$(+77 ,O=6 (+77 (=+7 6J=57

1E$(I77=#7879NG 1E$(I77 ,O=6 (I77 (DI7 +J5C=

1E$(D+7=#7879NG 1E$(D+7 5@,O=6 (D+7 57C+ +J=HD

1E$5(577=#7879NG 1E$5(57 5@,O=6 5(57 5CC5 =J+C7

1E$5C677=#7879NG 1E$5C67 5@,O=6 5C67 5+I6 IJ57I

1E$5I77=#7879NG 1E$5I77 5@,O=6 5I77 5HI7 DJC(=

1E$C(77=#7879NG 1E$C(77 5@,O=6 C(77 C6(7 HJ+6D
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1E$(D+7

1E$5(571E$5(57

1E$5C677=#7879NG1E$5C677=#7879NG 1E$5C671E$5C67
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Lloyd's Register Group Limited, its affiliates and subsidiaries and their respective officers, employees or agents are, individually and collectively,

referred to in this clause as 'Lloyd's Register'. Lloyd's Register assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable to any person for any loss, damage

or expense caused by reliance on the information or advice in this document or howsoever provided, unless that person has signed a contract

with the relevant Lloyd's Register entity for the provision of this information or advice and in that case any responsibility or liability is exclusively

on the terms and conditions set out in that contract.

RATINGS (continued)
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